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Test data in Chapter 1

Title : “The use technology of a special synthetic magnetic field”

About the data of various heat engine cars that were carried out by the many running tests as

accurately as possible,

Section 1 : The running test of a gasoline engine car by "Carbon balance method",

The test with "Eco-oiler" device by "A foundation : Japanese Automobile Transport

Technology Association"

Section 2 : Explanation about the running test of a gasoline engine car by "Carbon
balance method",

Section 3 : Data of the running test by chassis dynamo-meter of a diesel engine car,

Data about the running test by "E-oiler" device by "Tokushima Industry

junior college".

Section 4：Explanation of data about the running test of a diesel engine car by
chassis dynamo-meter

Section 5：The data of the running test on road of a diesel engine car,

A decrease rate of the fuel consumption by "E-oiler" device to "Waseda

Environmental laboratory Company".

Section 6：Explanation of data about the running test of a diesel engine car on road,

Section 7：The running test by the LP gas car on road by “Minato transportation taxi
Co.Ltd.,” (Naha-City, Okinawa),

Section8: :Explanation of data about the running test on road of the LP gas engine car

Section 9：About data of the running test on road of a large dump truck,

Test data of a decrease rate of the fuel consumption of a large dump truck of all

Japanese makers
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Section 10：Explanation of data about the running test on road of a large dump truck.

**************************

Section 1 : The running test of a gasoline engine car by "Carbon balance method",

The test with “Eco-oiler” device by “A foundation : Japanese Automobile Travel

Engineering Society”.

(a) "Eco-oiler" device and "E-oiler" device are used as the systems to generate special

characteristic variation to matter managed by “The use technology of a special synthetic

magnetic field".

(b)

(c)

The special characteristic change in combustion of fuel oil is so different that can’t be thought

in conventional technology and science about heat engine, and it was proved academically

by the test with "Eco-oiler" device as follows.

Below is test data of the strict running test with "Eco-oiler" device by "A foundation :

Japanese Automobile Travel Engineering Society",

About the contents of "Carbon balance method"

Th e test car is driven with 10-15 mode on chassis dynamo-meter, and exhaust gas is collected

all, and the rate of the fuel consumption of the test car is calculated by analysis of exhaust gas.

Both "E-oiler" and "Eco-oiler" are devices based on "The use technology of a special synthetic

magnetic field".

"E-oiler" and the above "Eco-oiler" are exactly the same devices in particular.
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Section 2 : Explanation of data of the running tests of a gasoline engine car by

"Carbon balance method"

(a)

(b)

"San breath Sikoku Co., Ltd." requested inspection test of a decrease rate of the fuel

consumption about a gasoline engine car with "Eco-oiler" device to "A foundation :

Japanese Automobile Travel Engineering Society" that is an only one public

organization about automobile inspection in Japan, therefore, the running test data of

a gasoline engine car was gained as follows.

The condition of the running test

(b-1) The test car ：A gasoline engine car,

(b-2) Toyota GF-MCV21W Cylinder capacity : 2.496 liters

(c) The running test by "Carbon balance method",

(d） The inspection results of the running tests : The quotation of data,

(d-1)

(d-2)

(d-3)

An increase rate of the mileage by "Carbon balance method", Before "Eco-

oiler" device is attached : 9.3Km / litter,

After "Eco-oiler" device was attached : 9.7Km / litter,

Therefore, a increase rate of the mileage of the test car : 4.3% Exhaust

weight of CO2,

Before "Eco-oiler" device is attached : 256.3g / Km,

After "Eco-oiler" device was attached : 244.7g / Km,

Therefore, a rate of decline of the weight of the exhausted CO2 : 4.7% Exhaust

density of CO,

Before "Eco-oiler” device is attached : 0.147 ppm

After "Eco-oiler" device was attached : 0.100 ppm

Therefore, a rate of decline of the density of exhausted CO : 14.7%



(d-4)

(d-5)

(d-6)

(d-7)

(d-8)
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Exhaust density of HC,

Before "Eco-oiler" device is attached : 0.042 ppm,

After "Eco-oiler" device was attached : 0.038 ppm,

Therefore, a rate of decline of the density of exhausted HC : 10.5%, Exhaust

density of NOx,

Before "Eco-oiler" device is attached : 0.011 ppm,

After "Eco-oiler" device was attached : 0.020ppm,

Therefore, a rate of decline of the density of exhausted NOx : 8.2% Overall

weights of all exhaust gases,

Before "Eco-oiler" device is attached :256.50g / Km,

After "Eco-oiler" device was attached : 244.72g / Km,

Therefore, overall weights of all exhaust gases : 4.8%,

Lubricating oil temperature ℃,

Idling condition,

Before "Eco-oiler" device is attached : 98℃,

After "Eco-oiler" device was attached :95℃,

The running tests with 10-15 mode,

Before "Eco-oiler" device is attached : 98~97℃,

After "Eco-oiler" device was attached : 95~97℃,

Before and after when "Eco-oiler" device is attached to the test car, because

the running tests of a test car on chassis dynamo-meter with identical 10-15

mode did not be influenced by road surface and weather at all, the

kinetic-energies that were given to the test car must be equal perfectly.

(e) The results of the running tests

(e-1) As is mentioned above, the test results by the running tests are being expressed with

item (d-1) ~ item (d-8) of clause (d).
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(e-2) By above data, occurrence of a new unknown explosive vaporous expansion

pressure by the magnetism without generating heat in a cylinder of the heat engine

by fuel oil managed by “The use technology of a special synthetic magnetic field"

can be proved perfectly .

(f) About the evidences of generation of a new unknown explosive vaporous

expansion pressure by the magnetism without generating heat

(f-1) item (d-8)

Before and after when "Eco-oiler" device is attached to a test car, energy of

motive power of a test car which was used is equal entirely.

(f-2)

(f-3)

item (d-1) ：A decrease of the fuel consumption,

item (d-2) ：A decrease of weight of CO2,

item (d-6) ：A decrease of overall weights of all exhaust gases,

item (d-7) ：A trend of a decrease of lubricating oil temperature,

（ f-3-1） It was confirmed that combustion temperature decreased in the inside of

a cylinder by a decrease of exhaust gas temperature in test ship engine.

Please refer to

“Section4 in Chapter 2 : Explanation of data of the first voyage test

about a voyage test”

(f-4) According to item (f-1), item (f-2) and item (f-3) mentioned above, by the

running test by "Carbon balance method" with "Eco-oiler" device, the generation

of a new unknown explosive vaporous expansion pressure by the magnetism

without generating heat was proved.

(g) According to the result of item (d-1), a increase rate of the mileage by test

car by "Carbon balance method" attained to 4.3 %.
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(h) According to the results of item（d-2）and (d-6), after "Eco-oiler" device was attached,

It was shown that fuel oil supplied to the heat engine decreased

(i) According to the result of item (d-7), after "Eco-oiler" device was attached, a temperature

of engine oil declined 0~3 ℃.

(j) Therefore, according to results of item (d-7), it is presumed that occurrence of a new

unknown explosive vaporous expansion pressure by the magnetism without generating

heat was surely generated.

(j-1) According to heavy oil “A” by "Trans-master" device based on "The use technology
of a special synthetic magnetic field" in the consecutive voyage test of 16 hours of a
large diesel engine of a test ship, conventional average temperature 318℃ of exhaust
gas dropped in average temperature 14 ℃ .

(j-2) In other words, it goes without saying that a change of combustion

temperature in the inside of a cylinder is accurately reflected to temperature

of exhaust gas.

（ k）According to results of item (d-7) because combustion temperature in the inside of a

cylinder of heat engine decreased, oxide of nitrogen (NOx) should decrease necessarily.

(k-1) However, according to measurement value of item (d-5), an increase rate of oxide of

nitrogen (NOx) became too big and as a result it attained to 82 %.

(k-2) Therefore, according to results of item (d-1), item (d-2) and item (d-7),
it can be thought that measurement value of oxide of nitrogen (NOx) was

mistaken clearly.
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(k-3) In other words, it is thought that a metal fine grain that was generated in

the inside of a cylinder mixed into exhaust gas that was gathered for

"Carbon balance method".

(l) According to results of item (d-3) and item (d-4) after "Eco-oiler" device was attached, CO

and HC that have not burned out, decreased to 14.7 % and 10.5 % each.

(l-1)

(l-2)

Particularly, according to result of item (l), because fuel oil could

burn out in the inside of a cylinder, it is showing that an "After-

burning" was decreased greatly.

In order words, as for item (l-1) because fuel oil is changed to super micro-

particles so minute as not to be thought conventionally in

combustion in the inside of a cylinder, and as a result it is showing that fuel oil can

be burnt out in condition of perfect combustion.

(m) A conclusion

(m-1)

(m-2)

(m-3)

Today, the possibility that can improve a decrease rate of the fuel consumption

caused by fuel oil itself of a conventional heat engine does not exist at all.

According to the strict running test on chassis dynamo-meter of normal gasoline

engine, the maximum numerical value of improvement rate of the fuel consumption

with "Carbon balance method" is being kept within scope of 1% at most.

Therefore, because the numerical value of a decrease rate 4.3% of the fuel

consumption by "Carbon balance method" caused by "Eco-oiler" device is too

big, it can’t be considered at all reasonably by conventional engine technology.
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(m-4)According to the running tests above, energy being equivalent to a new unknown

explosive vaporous expansion pressure by the magnetism without generating heat
being equivalent to 4.3 % of a conventional explosive thermal expansion pressure by
combustion in the inside of a cylinder of gasoline engine, occurred caused by
molecules of gasoline.
That is, it can’t but be reached to conclusion above.

(m-5) Besides, according to gasoline managed by “The use technology of a
special synthetic magnetic field”, since a new unknown explosive
vaporous expansion pressure by the magnetism without generating heat occurred in

gasoline engine, data of the runn ing test of gasoline engine mentioned above is

proving rationality of above conclusion.

(n) About the effects of fuel oil managed by “The use technology of a special synthetic

magnetic field",

（n-1）About the decrease effects of carbon dioxide (CO2) and oxide of nitrogen (NOx) and

micro-particulate matters (black smoke and PM10 and PM2.5) exhausted from heat

engine by fuel oil managed by “The use technology of a special synthetic magnetic

field",

(n-2)

(n-3)

According to fuel oil managed by “The use technology of a special synthetic

magnetic field", though occurrence of carbon dioxide (CO2) was decreased by

occurrence of a new unknown explosive vaporous expansion pressure by magnetism

without heat, an engine output did not decline.

Particularly, according to a consequence of the running tests mentioned above

because a decrease rate of the fuel consumption greatly increased to 4.3% with

“Carbon balance method”, incidence rate of carbon

dioxide (CO2) greatly dropped inevitably.



(n-4)
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According to fuel oil managed by “The use technology of a special synthetic

magnetic field", by occurrence of a new unknown explosive vaporous

expansion pressure by the magnetism without heat, micro-particulate matters

(black smoke and PM10 and PM 2.5) and oxide of nitrogen (NOx) markedly

were decreased caused by a decline in combustion temperature in a cylinder of

heat engine.

(o) By the way, generation quantity of oxide of nitrogen (NOx) and generation quantity of

harmful substance such as micro-particulate matters (black smoke and PM10) are

phenomenon of 2 law rebellion on a state of combustion in a cylinder of conventional

heat engine.

(o-1) Therefore, when combustion temperature in a cylinder rises, oxide of nitrogen

(NOx) increases, and harmful substance such as micro-particulate matter (PM)

decreases, and when combustion temperature lowers adversely, oxide of nitrogen

(NOx) decreases, and harmful substance such as micro-particulate matters (PM)

increases.

Section 3 : Data of the running test by chassis dynamo-meter of diesel engine car, Contents of

the running test

A test car was driven with a 10-15 mode on chassis dynamo-meter, and the fuel

consumption was measured, and moved distance per 1 liter of fuel oil was calculated.
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Section 4 ： Explanation of data about the running test of diesel engine car by chassis

dynamo-meter.

(a) "Sumiwaka marine transportation Co., Ltd. " asked execution of the running test on

chassis dynamo-meter with “E-oiler” device for measurement of a decrease rate of the

fuel consumption to "Tokushima industry junior college".

(b) Before and after when "E-oiler" device was attached to test car, because the running test

on chassis dynamo-meter with identical 10-15 mode did not be influenced by road

surface and weather at all,

the motive energy that a test car consumed, must be equal perfectly.

（c）A test car ： Diesel engine car

(c-1) “Nissan caravan” that was made in 2008, 2.95

liter

Cylinder capacity :

（d）About a condition of the running test.

(d-1) The running tests attached "E-oiler" deices were carried out three times repeatedly

on chassis dynamo-meter with 10-15 modes.

（e）About the result of the running tests

(e-1) Average value of the decrease rates of the fuel consumption of three times was

17.2 %.

（f）About consideration of test results

(f-1) Today, the possibility that improves a decrease rate of the fuel

consumption of fuel oil itself of existing diesel engine does not exist

almost.



(f-2)

(f-3)

(f-4)
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As for existing diesel engine, the maximum value of a decrease

rate of the consumption is the limit of 2%~3% in the strict running test on chassis

dynamo-meter.

Therefore, because numerical values of 17.2 % of a decrease rate of the fuel

consumption by "E-oiler" device is too big, and it can’t explain at all reasonably

by conventional technology and science of existing heat engine.

According to the running tests above, energy being equivalent to a

new unknown explosive vaporous expansion pressure by the magnetism without

generating heat being equivalent to 17.2% of a conventional explosive thermal

expansion pressure by combustion in the inside of a cylinder of diesel engine,

occurred caused by molecules of light oil.

That is, it can't but be reached to conclusion above.

(f-5) Besides, according to the light oil managed by “The use technology of a

special synthetic magnetic field”, since the new unknown explosive
vaporous expansion pressure by the magnetism without generating heat occurred in

diesel engine, data of the running test of the diesel engine mentioned above is proving

rationality of the above conclusion.

Section 5 ：Data of the running tests on road of a diesel engine car,
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Section 6 ： Explanation of data about the running test of a diesel engine car on

road.

(a)

(b)

(c)

"Tokyo headquarters of co-operative union" asked "Waseda environmental laboratory

company" to obtain a decrease rate of the fuel consumption

with "E-oiler" device.

“Waseda environmental laboratory company” is a group of engine researchers constituted

by “Waseda university alumnus”.

The mentioned below is data of the running tests on road of a test car

that were carried out to prove a decrease rate of the fuel consumption.

（d）A test car : a diesel engine car

（e）Contents of the running tests

(e-1) Fuel consumption is measured, and a moving distance per 1 liter of fuel



(e-2)
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is calculated.

Before and after when "E-oiler" device was attached to a test car, the decrease

rates of the fuel consumption by the running tests on road in the same running

condition, were compared each.

（f） About a consequence by the running tests on road

(f-1)

(f-2)

When "E-oiler" device is not attached ：9.18Km/L When "E-

oiler" device was attached ：10.4Km/L

（g）Conclusion by the running tests

(g-1)

(g-2)

The decrease rate of the fuel consumption,：13.2%

A decrease rates of the fuel consumption were measured each, and approximately

(13.2+α)% of improvement rate of the fuel consumption was gained.

(h) About complemented numerical value

(h-1)

(h-2)

(h-3)

(h-4)

Please refer to "Test conditions" that was recorded in test data sheet No. 6.

The test car that "E-oiler" device was attached was stopped for ten minutes

approximately by alarm lamp and a work that burns the filter choked up was

carried out during the running test.

Therefore, complemented numerical value by an increase of the fuel

consumption by a work that burns the filter choked up can be supposed as

around α % approximately.

In addition, as for a decrease rate of the fuel consumption when a work that burns

the filter choked up was not carried out, complemented numerical value of α %

mentioned above must be added to a decrease



(h-5)

(h-6)
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rate of the fuel consumption that was already gained by the running test.

That is, it must be thought that an accurate decrease rate of the fuel

consumption became around (132+α) % because complemented numerical value

of α% should be added to a decrease rate of the fuel consumption of 13.2 % that

was already gained.

Because above-mentioned numerical value of a decrease rate of the fuel

consumption is too big, the rational explanation by conventional technology and

science about diesel engine, is impossible at all.

(h-7) According to th e running test above, energy being equivalent to a new unknown

explosive vaporous expansion pressure by the magnetism without generating

heat being equivalent to 13.2% of a conventional explosive thermal expansion

pressure by combustion in the inside of a cylinder of diesel engine, occurred

caused by molecules of light oil.

That is, it can't but be reached to conclusion above.

(h-8) Besides, according to light oil managed by “The use technology of a special synthetic

magnetic field”, since a new unknown explosive vaporous expansion pressure

by the magnetism without generating heat occurred in diesel engine, data of the

running test of diesel engine mentioned above is proving rationality of above

conclusion.
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Section 7： The running test by a LP gas car on road by “Minato transportation taxi Co.

Ltd.,” (Naha-City, Okinawa),

No.1
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No.6

The upper photograph is copper tube assembly for a LP gas car (Nissan :Crew)
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Section 8：Explanation of data about the running tests on road of a LP gas engine car. (a) About

technology on a LP gas car,

(b) The LP gas car for the running test

(b-1) The LP gas cars of “Minato transportation taxi Co. Ltd.,” (Naha-City, Okinawa).

（c）A test car

(c-1) The eighth car and The twelfth car："Nissan Crew" (2,000cc)

（d）When all numerical values of actual measurements are used as they are.（d-1）The

eighth car

(d-1-1)

(d-1-2)

(d-1-3)

Before "E-oiler" device is attached : 7.01Km/liter, After "E-

oiler" device was attached : 8.13Km/liter A decrease rate of

the fuel consumption ： 16%

（d-2）The twelfth car

(d-2-1)

(d-2-2)

(d-2-3)

Before "E-oiler" device is attached. : 7.27Km/ liter After "E-

oiler" device was attached. : 8.70Km/ liter A decrease rate of

the fuel consumption ： 19.8%

（e） When numerical values of actual measurements that have possibility of

measurement mistakes are erased, and are revised,

(e-1) Particularly, test data judged to be numeral value of actual

measurement colored in yellow is erased.
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(e-2) Because "E-oiler" device attached too near to exhaust pipe of the LP gas car, the

possibility that ability of "E-oiler" device was declining in the running tests

mentioned above, occurred.

(e-3) In order words, there was the possibility that permanent magnets making up "E-oiler"

device had been attached in a state of temperature limit exceeded.

(e-4) Therefore, it was decided to insulate "E-oiler" device from heat of exhaust pipe of the

LP gas car and to carry out the following running tests again.

(f) Results of the running tests again

（f-1）The eighth car

(f-1-1)

(f-1-2)

(f-1-3)

Before "E-oiler" device is attached : 7.01Km/liter After "E-

oiler" device was attached : 8.00Km/liter A decrease rate of

the fuel consumption : 14.1%

（f-2）The twelfth car

(f-2-1)

(f-2-2)

(f-2-3)

Before "E-oiler" device is attached. : 7.27Km/ liter After "E-

oiler" device was attached. : 8.26Km/ liter A decrease rate of

the fuel consumption : 13.6%

（g）Conclusion by the running tests of the LP gas car,

(g-1) According to the running tests above, energy being equivalent to a new unknown

explosive vaporous expansion pressure by the magnetism without generating heat

being equivalent to 13.6% of a conventional explosive thermal expansion

pressure by combustion in the inside of a cylinder of the LP gas engine car,

occurred caused by molecules of LP gas. That is, it can't but be reached to

conclusion above.
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(g-2) Besides, according to LP gas managed by “The use technology of a special synthetic

magnetic field”, since a new unknown explosive vaporous expansion pressure

by the magnetism without generating heat occurred in the LP gas engine car, data

of the runn ing tests of the LP gas engine car mentioned above is proving

rationality of above conclusion.

(g-3) It is considered that characteristic deterioration of a permanent magnet caused by

the above "E-oiler" device exceeding the temperature limit due to the cause of item

(e-2) was progressing from results of the retest.

A change in a decrease rate of the fuel consumption

The eighth car decreased from 16% to 14.1%

The twelfth car decreased from 14.1% to 13.6%

Section 9：Data of the running tests on road of a large truck

(A) About test data of a decrease rate of the fuel consumption of a large truck

(a) Because a decrease rate of the fuel consumption of a truck of loading capacity

of more than 2 tons can’t be measured in Japanese public

testing institution, therefore the private running tests of the large vehicles are described

below as reference literature data.

(B) In general, in the case of an engine with a large cylinder capacity like a truck, a large

diameter fuel hose is used because oil delivery volume is large.

(a) Therefore, since it is impossible to install "E-oiler" device directly on fuel hose, a

"Parallel separator device" consisted by plural pipes installed in parallel with

plural "E-oiler" devices attached to pipes in series each, is inserted in the midway of

fuel hose.
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The following is the "Parallel separator device" for the large car.

The "Parallel separator device" for 4 division, and 2 pieces of "E-oiler" device attached per

one pipe in series.
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As for a truck of load capacity of 2 tons mentioned above because quantity of fuel oil flowed in

fuel hose is small, "E-oiler" device was attached on fuel hose directly .

Therefore, "Parallel separator device" was not used.
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Particularly, in fuel consumption reduction test of above 10 ton truck, "parallel separator

device" for 4 division was adopted.

In this case, 2 pieces of "E-oiler" devices were attached per one pipe in series.
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Particularly, in fuel consumption reduction test of above 10 ton truck, "parallel separator

device" for 4 division was adopted.

In this case, 2 pieces of "E oiler" devices were attached per one pipe in series each.
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Particularly, in fuel consumption reduction test of above 10 ton trucks, "parallel separator

device" for 4 division was adopted.

In this case, 2 pieces of "E oiler" devices were attached per one pipe in series each.
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Particularly, in fuel consumption reduction test of above 10 ton truck, "parallel separator

device" for 4 division was adopted.

In this case, 2 pieces of "E oiler" devices were attached per one pipe in series.
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No.6

Particularly, in fuel consumption reduction test of above 10 ton truck, "parallel separator

device" for 2 division was adopted.

In this case, 3 pieces of "E oiler" devices were attached per one pipe in series.
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No.7

Particularly, in fuel consumption reduction test of above 15 ton truck, "parallel separator

device" for 4 division was adopted.

In this case, 2 pieces of "E oiler" devices were attached per one pipe in series.
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Section10：Explanation of data about the running test on road of a large truck.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Mitsubishi Fuso Co., Ltd.： "Canter"： Truck loading capacity of 2 tons. Loading

capacity in the running test is 2 tons.

Diesel engine of “Common rail system”： Cylinder capacity ：4,980 cc Test

result ： A decrease rate of the fuel consumption ： 20.9 %.

Hino Motors Co., Ltd.： Refrigerator car：Truck loading capacity of 4 tons. Loading

capacity in the running test is 3 tons.

Diesel engine of “Common rail system”： Cylinder capacity ：6,630 cc Test

result ： A decrease rate of the fuel consumption ： 21.3 %

by "Parallel separator device"

Mitsubishi Fuso Co., Ltd.：Truck loading capacity of 10 tons.

Loading capacity in the running test is full load.

Diesel engine of “Common rail system”： Cylinder capacity is uncertain. Test

result ： A decrease rate of the fuel consumption ： 9.4 %

by "Parallel separator device"

Hino Motors Co., Ltd.： Dump truck loading capacity of 10 tons.

Loading capacity in the running test is 8 tons.

Diesel engine of “Common rail system”： Cylinder capacity： 8,860 cc Test

result ： A decrease rate of the fuel consumption ： 19.5 %

by "Parallel separator device"

Isuzu Motors Co., Ltd.： Truck loading capacity of 10 tons.

Loading capacity in the running test is 8.3 tons.

Diesel engine of “Common rail system”： Cylinder capacity is uncertain. Test

result ： A decrease rate of the fuel consumption ： 14.3 %

by "Parallel separator device"
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(f)

(g)

Mitsubishi Fuso Co., Ltd.： Truck loading capacity of 10 tons. Loading

capacity in the running test is 8 tons.

V8 diesel engine ： Cylinder capacity ： 17,730 cc

Test result ： A decrease rate of the fuel consumption ： 12.5 %

by "Parallel separator device"

Mitsubishi Fuso Co., Ltd.： Truck loading capacity of 15 tons. Loading

capacity in the running test is uncertain.

V8 diesel engine ： Cylinder capacity is uncertain.

Test result ：A decrease rate of the fuel consumption ： 22.1 %

by "Parallel separator device"

End

March 1, 2017.
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